
Students will learn about how plastic is made, plastic's impacts on the environment and our current linear
economy (curriculum is tailored to students' ages).

(1) INTRODUCTION TO PLASTIC POLLUTION

Teachers will lead cleanups of their environment with their class.
As students pick up trash, they will track their findings on a data
sheet. The debris will be sorted per municipal guidelines
(provided by MYP) with a goal of diverting as much from landfill
as possible. MYP also teams up with local processors that can
take your hard-to-recycle materials and give them a new lease
on life! Your local processor will be provided by MYP, as well as
material pickup logistics.

(2) CLEANUP ACTIVITY INCLUDING DATA COLLECTION 

Following the completion of the cleanup activity, students will
come up with ideas on how to reduce their plastic consumption
and inspire those around them to do the same, whether through
making personal swaps, or advocating for change within their
community by writing letters to local businesses or municipal
leaders. 

(3) WHAT THEY CAN DO ABOUT IT

Once the program has been completed, photos and data from the events are submitted to MYP. MYP enters the
data into a database that is used to identify key waste management issues and influence policy change. 

(4) ASSET SUBMISSION

The plastic pollution crisis is one that is incredibly pervasive, but Mind Your Plastic Canada is trying to
fix that through direct action and education centered around creating a circular economy. With less
than 10% of the world’s plastic produced being recycled, something more needs to be done. We
commend those who take action through cleaning up our shorelines, but the unfortunate part is that
much of what is collected ends up in landfills again, which inevitably makes its way back into our
environment. 

Our goal is to create change through educating our young leaders of the future on the importance of a
circular economy, which is why we’ve created the Circular Economy Ambassador Program (CEAP). The
CEAP is led by teachers with resources and support provided by Mind Your Plastic. The program is
broken down into 4 phases; 

Did you know that every minute, one dump truck of plastic enters our oceans? 
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Must track all data and return to MYP
All students must complete the pre & post
activity knowledge assessment
Must record events with photos (students do not
need to be in them, photos/video can be of the
location and trash collected)
Students must sort all of the debris as per our
provided guideline and recycle accordingly.
Plastics meeting specific criteria can be
packaged up and sent to our Plastic Recycling
Partner to be repurposed. 
Data collected must be sent in to our staff
before the end date of the program.

Please see below for the conditions that must be
met to successfully complete the program.

Conditions

Intro Information Package for Students including all forms for Mind Your Plastic
How to Organize A Cleanup
Data Tracking Sheet
How to Sort Materials
Where the Materials Go (based on your municipality requirements)
Curriculum supports for teachers to utilize in their classrooms to support this activity
T-shirts and reusable cleanup materials (gloves and bags)

Mind Your Plastic Canada will distribute all required resources for the cleanups including:
What's Included

If there are no gathering limits on outdoor
activities, the cleanups can proceed as normal
If there are small gathering limits and your
group exceeds these, cleanups can be split into
multiple groups. 
If there are limits on all gathering, clean ups can
happen independently

With COVID-19 keeping us on our toes, the
wonderful thing about this program is that it can be
adapted to many different COVID-19 restrictions. 

We will provide all of these suggestions in greater
detail in provided resources!

COVID-19 Considerations
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If you’d like to participate, kindly express your interest
by signing up on our website, or contacting
education@mindyourplastic.ca to reserve your spot. 

Once we receive your commitment, we will send you
an introduction package.

Academic resources and all other documents
mentioned above will be sent at the beginning of the
school year. 

How To Sign Up

Educate our future leaders on this pressing issue to inspire change-making at a young age
Engage students in a hands-on learning activity that they are certain to remember
Cleanup your community!
Provide valuable data to Mind Your Plastic that will influence changes within Canadian municipalities and
businesses
Join us in our mission of minimizing plastic pollution in Canada

In 2021, this program launched for the first time with 450 participants in 4 provinces. This year, we have over
2,500 participants in all Canadian provinces! 

Why should you join us? 

Why You Should Join Us
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This Spring round of this program will take place starting
Monday, March 20th until April 30. 

The cleanups do not need to continuously be happening
throughout this time frame, but instead it should be conducted,
completed and the data should be sent to our staff, by the
specified end date. 

Program Start Date

https://mindyourplastic.ca/ceap/
mailto:education@plastioceans.ca

